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Oh, what a beautiful city,
Twelve gates to the city, hallelujah.
—African-American spiritual
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction: Two Jerusalems
1. Heat
THIS BOOK IS ABOUT the lethal feedback loop between the actual city of Jerusalem and
the apocalyptic fantasy it inspires. It is a book, therefore, about two Jerusalems: the
earthly and the heavenly, the mundane and the imagined. That doubleness shows up in
the tension between Christian Jerusalem and Jewish Jerusalem, between European
Jerusalem and Islamic Jerusalem, between Israeli Jerusalem and Palestinian Jerusalem,
and between the City on a Hill and the Messiah nation that, beginning with John
Winthrop, understands itself in its terms. But all recognizably contemporary conflicts
have their buried foundations in the deep past, and this book will excavate them.
Always, the story will curve back to the real place: the story of how humans living on
the ridge about a third of the way between the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean have
constantly been undermined by the overheated dreams of pilgrims who, age in and age
out, arrive at the legendary gates with love in their hearts, the end of the world in their
minds, and weapons in their hands.
It is as if the two Jerusalems rub against each other like stone against flint,
generating the spark that ignites fire. There is the literal fire of wars among peoples
and nations, taken to be holy because ignited in the holy city, and that will be our
subject. There is the fire of the God who first appeared as a burning bush,1 and then as
flames hovering over the heads of chosen ones.2 That God will be our subject. But
Jerusalem also ignites heat in the human breast, a viral fever of zealotry and true belief
that lodged in the DNA of Western civilization. That fever lives—an infection but also,
as happens with the mind on fire, an inspiration. And like all good metaphors, fever
carries implications of its own opposite, for preoccupation with Jerusalem has been a
religious and cultural boon, too. “Salvation is from Jerusalem,”3 the Psalms say, but
the first meaning of the word “salvation” is health. That the image of fever suggests
ecstasy, transcendence, and intoxication is also true to our meditation. “Look,” the
Lord tells the prophet Zechariah, “I am going to make Jerusalem an intoxicating cup to
all the surrounding peoples.”4
Jerusalem fever consists in the conviction that the fulfillment of history depends on
the fateful transformation of the earthly Jerusalem into a screen onto which
overpowering millennial fantasies can be projected. This end of history is conceived
variously as the arrival of the Messiah, or his return; as the climactic final battle at
Armageddon, with the forces of angels vanquishing those of Satan (usually
represented by Christians as Jews, Muslims, or other “infidels”). Later, the end of
history sheds its religiosity, but Jerusalem remains at least implicitly the backdrop onto
which millennial images are thrown by social utopias, whether founded by pilgrims in
the New World, by communards in Europe, or by Communists. Ultimately, a
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continuous twentieth- and twenty-first-century war against evil turns out, surprisingly,
to be centered on Jerusalem, a pivot point of both the Cold War and the War on Terror.
Having begun as the ancient city of Apocalypse, it became the magnetic pole of
Western history, doing more to create the modern world than any other city. Only
Jerusalem—not Athens, Rome, or Paris; not Moscow or London; not Istanbul,
Damascus, or Cairo; not El Dorado or the New York of immigrants’ dreams—only
Jerusalem occupies such a transcendent place in the imagination. It is the earthly
reflection of heaven—but heaven, it turns out, casts a shadow.
Thus, across the centuries, the fancied city creates the actual city, and vice versa.
“The more exalted the metaphoric status of Jerusalem,” as the Jerusalem scholar Sidra
DeKoven Ezrahi writes, “the more dwarfed its geopolitical dimensions; the more
expansive the boundaries of the Holy City, the less negotiable its municipal borders.”5
Therefore, war. Over the past two millennia, the ruling establishment of Jerusalem has
been overturned eleven times, almost always with brute violence, and always in the
name of religion.6 This book will tell the story of those wars—how sacred geography
creates battlefields. Even when wars had nothing literally to do with Jerusalem, the
city inspired them with the promise of “the glory of the coming of the Lord . . . with
his terrible swift sword,” as put by one battle hymn from far away. Metaphoric
boundaries obliterate municipal borders, with disputes about the latter spawning
expansions of the former, even to distant reaches of the earth.
Jerusalem fever infects religious groups, certainly the three monotheisms that claim
the city. Although mainly a Christian epic, its verses rhyme with what Judeans once
did, what Muslims took to, what a secular culture unknowingly pursues, and what
parties to the city’s contemporary conflict embody. Yet if Jerusalem is the fever’s
chosen niche, Jerusalem is also its antidote. Religion, likewise, is both a source of
trouble and a way of vanquishing it. Religion, one sees in Jerusalem as nowhere else,
is both the knife that cuts the vein and the force that keeps the knife from cutting. Each
tradition enlivens the paradox uniquely, and that, too, is the story.
For Jews, Jerusalem, after the destruction of the Temple by the Babylonians and
then the Romans, means that absence is the mode of God’s presence. First, the Holy of
Holies in the rebuilt Temple of biblical times was deliberately kept vacant—vacancy
itself mythologized. Then, after the destruction by Rome, when the Temple was not
rebuilt, the holy place was imagined in acts of Torah study and observance of the Law,
with a return to Jerusalem constantly felt as coming “next year.” Throughout centuries
of diaspora, the Jewish fantasy of Jerusalem kept communal cohesion intact, enabled
survival of exile and oppression, and ultimately spawned Zionism.
For Christians, the most compelling fact of the faith is that Jesus is gone, present
only through the projections of sacramentalism. But in the ecstasies of evangelical
fervor, Jesus can still be felt as kneeling in the garden of Gethsemane, sweating blood
for “you.” So Jerusalem lives as the locus of piety, for “you” can kneel there, too. The
ultimate Christian vision of the future—the Book of Revelation—is centered in the
city of the Lord’s suffering, but now that anguish redeems the very cosmos. Even in
the act of salvation, the return of Jesus to Jerusalem is catastrophic.
Muslims came to Jerusalem as occupiers in 637, only five years after the death of
Muhammad. That rapidity makes the point. The Prophet’s armies, sweeping up out of
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Arabia in an early manifestation of the cohesion generated by an Islamic feel for the
Oneness of God, were also in hot pursuit of Jerusalem. Desert heat this time. The
Muslims’ visceral grasp of the city’s transcendent significance defined their first
longing—and their first true military campaign. Islam recognizes God’s nearness only
in recitation, with chanted sounds of the Qur’an exquisite in their elusiveness and
allusiveness both. Yet the Prophet left a footprint in Jerusalem’s stone that can be
touched to this day—an approximate and singular sacrament. To Muslims, Jerusalem
is simply Al Quds, “the Holy.”
The three monotheisms of Jerusalem are thus nested in a perennial present, a
temporal zone in which the past is never quite the past and the future is always
threatening to break in. The linear order of time keeps getting lost in Jerusalem, just as
the spatial realm, by being spiritualized, keeps evaporating—except for those who
actually live there. For the broader culture, interrupted time means that both
psychological wounds and theological insights are transmitted here less by tradition
than by a kind of repetition compulsion. These transcendent manifestations of hurt and
suspicion and hostility—and ultimately fanaticism—can be overcome only by
understanding their very human sources. But a procession of historical vignettes,
beginning here and falling into place like pieces of a puzzle, can also make clear that
Jerusalem is home to a spacious religious cosmopolitanism that no amount of
overheated warping can ruin. Jerusalem, in its worldly history and its symbolic
hovering, forces a large-spirited reckoning with religion and politics both—how they
work, how they go wrong, how they can be cooled and calmed.
The cults of Jerusalem make plain that each tradition of the Book depends on a
revelation of indirection, a knowing what is unknowable, which is why each tradition
can miss the truth as well as hit it, sponsoring intolerance as much as neighborliness,
discord as much as peace. This book is a pilgrimage through the ways of sacred
violence, most of which lead, in the West, either from or to this same city. On
medieval maps it marks the intersection of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Armies have
swarmed out of all three continents to meet here—and now, in the twenty-first century,
they arrive from a fourth continent, too. But Jerusalem’s geopolitical implications,
however much ignited by religion, have been equally transformative of secular forces,
for better and worse. Wars can be holy without invoking the name of God. That also
gives us our theme. The point here is that for Europe, and for its legacy culture in
America, the fever’s virus found a succession of hosts in ancient Roman assaults,
medieval Crusades, Reformation wars, European colonialism, New World adventures,
and the total wars of modernity—all fixed, if variously, upon Jerusalem. The place and
the idea of the place mix like combustible chemicals to become a much too holy land,
an explosive combination of madness and sanctity, violence and peace, the will of God
and the will to power, fueling conflict up to the present day.
Fuel indeed. The Holy Land has come to overlap the most contested geology on the
planet: the oil fields of the Middle East. Oil now trumps every great power strategic
concern. Its concentration there—the liquid crescent stretching from Iran and Iraq to
the Arabian Peninsula—means the broad obsession with dead-centered Jerusalem is
not merely mystical. Nor is the threat merely mystical. For the first time in human
history, the apocalyptic fantasy of Armageddon could become actual, sparked in the
very place where Armageddon began.7
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2. Jerusalem Today
The gates are still there, punctuating the medieval wall, which is made, like
everything, of Jerusalem stone that gleams in the sun. Desert sun. Ancient custom and
modern law require that all buildings be uniformly constructed with the off-white
limestone, carrying pink highlights, that has been quarried in the highlands of Judea
since the time of Solomon. “Jerusalem all of gold,” goes a modern psalm, “Jerusalem,
bronze and light. Within my heart, I shall treasure your song and sight.”8 The very
light of the air surrounding Jerusalem has been described by mystics as “the outer
garment of God.”9
When you approach from almost any direction, the walled city looms dramatically
on its pedestal hilltop, above twin valleys that gouge away to the south like the angled
shears of a plow, digging deep. One hillside of those valleys, immediately outside the
medieval wall and spilling down from it, is terraced with homes of Arab families—
Silwan, from which Arabs are now routinely evicted by Jerusalem’s municipal
authorities.10 A far hillside, scaling the Mount of Olives, is strewn with Jewish
gravestones that, though now reordered, were desecrated, two thousand years apart, by
Romans and Jordanian Arabs. Sacred city, eviction city, desecration city, such is the
story “the stony hills recall.”
If Jerusalem is the text, the state of Israel is the context. It is a country about the size
of Massachusetts, with a population of about seven million. It has its New York, which
is the urbane, bustling seaside city of Tel Aviv. Jerusalem stands to Tel Aviv as Delphi
does to Athens, or Kyoto to Tokyo—or Dresden to Berlin. Yes, destruction is central
to the story, and so is a wild diversity. A million Israelis speak Arabic as their first
language, and another million speak Russian. But the capital of the Hebrew Republic11
is Jerusalem. Half a mile above the level of the Mediterranean Sea, which lies almost
forty miles to the west, and higher above the planetary low point of the below-sealevel Dead Sea, which lies about twenty miles to the east, Jerusalem’s elevation is said
to have kept it dry during the Great Flood of Noah—as if the city existed then, as if the
Flood were real. Even in the twenty-first century, atop geological and civilizational
strata of the ages, layer upon layer of shale, ash, and the crushed rubble of fifty
centuries, the trek to Jerusalem is an ascent, an aliyah in Hebrew. “The mountain of
the House of the Lord shall be established as the highest of the mountains, and shall be
raised above the hills.”12 The “going up” to Jerusalem made it the original and
quintessential City on a Hill, which would be the mythic point of reference for
America—Jerusalem as an idea as much as a place. But from ancient times the goingup made aliyah the word for every Jew’s approach to the actual Jerusalem, whether for
the first time or upon return. Jewish hearts were first to lift, and they still do.
Today the city is well known for its contentions, with its goldenness defined first by
the gold of the Dome of the Rock, the Muslim shrine that superseded the Holy of
Holies of the Jewish Temple that the Romans destroyed within decades of the death of
Jesus. The seventh-century Islamic monument has the magnificence of the sixteenthcentury St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome, the architecture of which it is said to have
inspired. The Dome stands atop the Haram al-Sharif, or Noble Sanctuary, a thirty-five9

acre tree-lined esplanade of gardens, porticoes, fountains, and shrines, an area about
one-third the size, say, of Vatican City. The golden Dome of the Rock was established
with geometrical precision as the organizing center of the area by eight freestanding
archways that surround it, a masterly articulation of sacred space. It is balanced at the
southern edge of the platform by the massive Al Aqsa Mosque, which is an
architectural chronicler of its own history, from Herodian foundations, to Gothic
arches erected by Crusaders, to rotund interior pillars that Mussolini donated, to “a
kitsch ceiling commissioned by one of the great kitsch kings of our time, Farouk I of
Egypt.”13 But the entire esplanade is regarded as an open-air mosque, and admission
of non-Muslims is strictly regulated.
The Noble Sanctuary, anchoring Jerusalem’s Muslim Quarter (a phrase Muslims
themselves never use, since to them the whole city is Muslim), looms above the
Western Wall, the huge retaining embankment, made of massive hewn stones, that
alone remains of Herod’s Temple. Indeed, Jews refer to the Haram as the Temple
Mount, though they rarely ascend it. Instead, with many in earlocks and beards, they
daven in the shadow of the Western Wall, or Kotel, which is both the border and the
heart of the Jewish Quarter. As the surviving remnant of the otherwise obliterated
Temple, the wall is believed by the Orthodox never to have been abandoned by the
Shekhinah, the presence of God, which was first recognized as dwelling in this place
by David, or perhaps by Abraham, three thousand years ago. At all hours, devout
Jews, some in fur hats and some in jeans and T-shirts, can be seen at the Kotel offering
prayers. Together, the Dome of the Rock and the Western Wall overshadow the dull
gray but still striking dome of the thousand-year-old Church of the Holy Sepulcher, a
few hundred meters to the west, approached through the winding alleys of the Via
Dolorosa, where the fourteen traumas of Christ’s torture are enumerated and
memorialized. Under the dome of the Holy Sepulcher itself are the sites of Christ’s
prison, the pillar where he was whipped, the hill of Calvary, the stone slab on which
his corpse was anointed, the tomb in which he was buried, and the place where, once
risen, he encountered Mary of Magdala. Also inside the Holy Sepulcher are the center
of the earth and the tomb of Adam.
Other holy places punctuate the crowded enclave of the Old City: the Ethiopian
Monastery, the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate, and the Latin Patriarchate in the
Christian Quarter; the Cathedral of St. James, the Cenacle (remembered as the place
where Jesus celebrated the Last Supper), and King David’s Tomb in the Armenian
Quarter. That there are such rigidly defined districts tells the story—Jerusalem as the
seat of conflict not only between religious groups, but within them. The city is home
to thirty religious denominations and fifteen language groups which use seven
different alphabets. In the past one hundred years, more than sixty political solutions to
the city’s conflicts have been proposed by various national and international entities,
yet conflict remains.14 Still, Jerusalem lives. The balance is delicate, which is why,
despite its astonishing survival, the city seems forever vulnerable. “Jerusalem is a
golden basin,” a tenth-century Islamic geographer wrote, then added that it is “filled
with scorpions.”15
Today’s Jerusalem has other markers as well. The Old City with its wall and
quarters is a tiny island surrounded by a first ring of less congested but still crowded
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neighborhoods of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Mea Shearim, for
example, dating to the 1870s and only the second settlement to be established outside
the Old City walls, is home to the Haredim, the most theologically conservative
branch of Orthodox Judaism. The district, which contains fifty synagogues, with
another hundred not far away, takes its flavor from the long-skirted, covered women
and black-suited men, many of whom wear the satin robes, leggings, and fur hats of
the eighteenth-century Polish aristocracy that stamped the movement’s origins. The
odd dress of the ultra-Orthodox was defiantly embraced by Jerusalem Jews in reaction
to its being forcibly imposed on them by the Ottoman rulers who required religious
minorities to wear readily identifiable costumes. That spirit of sartorial aggression
continues. The first Zionists were mainly socialist and secular, farmers not given to the
cities of Israel, including Jerusalem, but that changed. Secular Jews might once have
openly disdained the premodern pieties of Mea Shearim, but as the Israeli novelist
Amos Oz put it in 1982, “Because of Hitler, you have no right to quarrel with this sort
of Judaism.”16 Ultra-Orthodox Judaism is a citywide phenomenon now, and the rabbis
have lately dominated the government of the municipality. Because most ultraOrthodox males spend their time studying Torah, they do not hold jobs. From their
piety comes poverty.
Two miles to the southwest, yet a world away, is the German Colony, where the
Jewish intellectual elite still gather at cafés on Emek Refaim Street as if on the Boul’
Mich’—or, better, on the Kudamm. The area was first settled by nineteenth-century
German Protestants, who came to convert the Jews of Jerusalem as a way of preparing
for the return of the Messiah. By 1941, the Germans resident there were openly
sympathetic with Hitler, and were therefore deported en masse by the British, who
controlled the city. The district retains its European air. The Israeli café-sitters are the
mostly secular, or only loosely religious, children and grandchildren of the socialist
founders of the state. At the café entrances stand dark-skinned Ethiopian or Yemeni
security guards, who became ubiquitous during the intifadas, or Palestinian uprisings,
of the 1990s and early 2000s, and whose main function was never so much to search
handbags for terrorist bombs as it was to take the brunt of the blast when the bombs
exploded. (During the second uprising, sacrilegiously named the Al Aqsa Intifada, for
the mosque, more than 830 Israelis were killed by suicide terrorists, with over 4,600
maimed.17 In those days, traffic always left a gap of a hundred yards or more ahead of
and behind the municipal buses, because so many of them were being blown up.) Such
open fear of violence passed, but less pious Jews have felt increasingly ill at ease in
Jerusalem, as the municipality, in its governance and its culture, has become more
vigorously associated with ultra-Orthodox parties.18
Speaking generally, contemporary Israelis are divided between only two parties: one
focused, in a formulation of the writer Bernard Avishai, on “Tel Aviv’s cool” (hightech entrepreneurs, software engineers, European-oriented intellectuals), and the other
focused on “Jerusalem’s fire” (settlements in disputed territory, God-given claims to
Greater Israel, antimodern religiosity).19 This divide has been evident in the past
decade in the quiet migration of many Jews, especially younger ones, away from
Jerusalem and toward the more cosmopolitan coastal cities. The cafés of the German
Colony do not throb the way they once did. Thus, despite the high ultra-Orthodox
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birthrate, Jews have been declining as a percentage of Jerusalem’s population by about
six thousand a year.
This is primarily the result of an argument among Jews over what it is to be a Jew.
Such Jewish disputes over the meaning of Judaism were a mark of the time of Jesus,
with historic consequences. Jerusalem is defined by its arguments. Each of its
subcultures has its core value, and its capacity for carrying that value to a destructive
extreme.20 Outsiders perceive this intra-Jewish disputation dimly, since one of the
surviving characteristics of anti-Semitic thinking is the tendency to define “the Jews”
univocally, as if this group were only one thing. Thus contemporary criticisms of
Israel, for example, are routinely mounted from outside Israel with little attention to
the expressly Jewish voices within Israel that steadfastly raise issues of, say,
Palestinian dispossession. The inability of many of Israel’s critics, especially
Europeans, to refrain from sweeping condemnation of “the Jews” repeats the
originating Christian mistake—perceiving “the Jews” with such all-encompassing
negativity that Jesus was no longer recognized as belonging to this people. Many
Israelis, on the other hand, can, after the traumas of the intifadas, think in exactly the
same univocal way about “the Palestinians,” as if they were all terrorists. To generalize
is human.
Arguments and emigration notwithstanding, visitors to today’s Jerusalem see a
thriving core. Downtown neighborhoods adjacent to Jaffa Gate, at the northwest
corner of the medieval wall, were restored in the first decade of the new millennium
by the Canadian architect Moshe Safdie, whose trademark urban design arranges
markets and apartments in a kind of terraced amphitheater before which the Old City
seems to be taking a theatrical bow. The true stage set, though, is the temple-like King
David Hotel, on the opposite hill from Jaffa Gate, a 1931 structure built of pink
limestone to resemble a Semitic palace. The King David was made famous when,
because British Mandate forces used it as a headquarters, a Jewish underground
organization blew it up in 1946, killing ninety-one. Directly across King David Street
is the equally monumental YMCA, which also dates from the thirties. It was built with
Rockefeller money, and shows it. Flanked by colonnades and gardens, the Y has a
familiar feel because its tiered, art deco tower carries an echo of another spire, and
thereby hints at the identity of its architect—an American named Harmon, whose firm
designed the Empire State Building in New York, where the same tower, mounted a
thousand feet above Fifth Avenue, was designed to double as a sky-mooring for
dirigibles.
The Y is the perfect twenty-first-century Jerusalem institution—a Christian
organization headed by a Jewish chairperson and a Muslim CEO.21 At its elegantly
terraced entrance is a plaque defining “a place where political and religious jealousies
can be forgotten and international unity be fostered and developed,” but the sentiment
is taken from the dedication remarks of Lord Allenby, who, as Jerusalem’s World War
I conqueror and 1917 founder of the British Mandate, perhaps did more to sow the
seeds of local conflict than any other person.
Not far away, the Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall in the heart of West Jerusalem bustles
with young Israelis, especially on Saturday night after Shabbat has ended. T-shirted
and wearing blue jeans, sporting the thin white cables of their iPod ear buds like
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jewelry, they spill out onto the pavement from pizzerias and cafés, a joyous throng,
citizens of Youth Nation. On Saturday nights kids might show up from Tel Aviv for a
taste of Jerusalem’s heat.
From Ben Yehuda, a second ring of neighborhoods, or half of one, stretches through
modern apartment complexes—all constructed of the ubiquitous white stone—to the
farther hills of West Jerusalem. The Knesset, or parliament, the Israel Museum,
including the Shrine of the Book where the Dead Sea Scrolls are kept, and, in the more
distant hills of Mount Herzl, Yad Vashem, the memorial to the Six Million, partially
designed by Safdie, occupy what have become mostly residential areas. About half a
million Jews live in Jerusalem, from the well-to-do Ashkenazim who live in Baka,
south of the German Colony, to the relatively recent Russian immigrants who occupy
ring neighborhoods like Gilo and Har Homa, which are on disputed land across the
green line that formerly divided Israel from Jordan.
In East Jerusalem, the matching inner ring is made up of Israeli Arabs (or, as they
might prefer, Palestinians with Israeli passports), living in crowded, poorer, but still
proud neighborhoods. In Sheikh Jarrah, for example, extremist Jewish settlers—what
one former Speaker of the Knesset calls “the ‘Jerusalem syndrome’ loonies”22—have
attempted to force Palestinian families out of homes they have lived in for decades.
The neighborhood had once been a manorial center of patrician Arab life, home to
notable Jerusalem families like that of Sari Nusseibeh, whose father was a governor of
Jerusalem in the Jordanian era and who is himself the president of Al-Quds
University.23 Sheikh Jarrah is now contested, but the Arabs have resisted the Jewish
settlers’ pressures, and other Israelis have rallied to the Arabs, protesting some
evictions and preventing many others.24 About a quarter of a million Arabs live in the
city. But fully half of the city’s population is made up of the ultra-Orthodox and the
Palestinians, both groups being extremely poor and having many children. Poverty and
fundamentalist alienation are defining notes of Jerusalem’s future.25 Palestinian
alienation may be, if anything, more intense in Jerusalem than in the West Bank or
Gaza, because the relative privilege of even poorer Jews is impossible to miss. At
present a “reciprocal antipathy”26 divides the city between groups of extremists on
either side of the dispute.
For all of Jerusalem’s deep history, two relatively new, mainly concrete structures
have stamped it with fresh drama, markers for Arabs and Jews alike, for better and for
ill. Like San Francisco with its Golden Gate, the sprawling cityscape at last has a
modern icon to compete with all the ancient ones: a soaring entrance gate in the form
of a Santiago Calatrava-designed bridge at the most frequently used approach to the
city, at Jaffa Road, where all travelers from the coastal plain arrive. Although brand
new (constructed as part of a twenty-first-century light-rail system), and although
stretching across traffic instead of water, the suspension bridge achieves the character
of a triumphal arch, with its dozens of white steel cables strung to a four-hundred-foot
angled mast. The superstructure has a mystical resemblance to a heavenly lyre (“Praise
him with the lyre and harp!”27). The broken lines of the bridge mast also evoke a
lightning strike, the cables as flashing electrical pulses, theophany.
But equally defining of the city’s topography, not far from Jaffa Road, is the thirtyfoot-high concrete wall that snakes between Jewish and Arab areas, part of a four13

hundred-mile-long West Bank “security barrier” that began to be built in 2006 to stop
attacks from Palestinian suicide bombers. In fact, the suicide bombers stopped coming,
and so the wall may be counted as a success. But the wall transforms the city into an
ethnic labyrinth. It cuts off most Palestinian sections of East Jerusalem, like Abu Dis,
home to Al-Quds University, with its more than six thousand Palestinian students for
whom access to Jerusalem proper is effectively closed down. Whatever its security
justifications, the wall annexes whole swaths of land for Israel by veering into
occupied territories that were captured during the 1967 Six-Day War. The wall
preempts negotiations.
If Jerusalem is an Arab text, its context are the refugees—the five million survivors
and progeny of the 750,000 Arabs who were displaced by the 1948 war, and of the
500,000 who were displaced by the 1967 war. Spread throughout the West Bank and
Gaza, and exiled in Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon, they look to Jerusalem, as their
ancestors have since the seventh century, but what they see is disheartening. Of greater
Jerusalem’s quarter of a million Arabs, fully 60,000 are cut off by the security wall and
its checkpoints. Not citizens of the Palestinian Authority, which has putative
sovereignty over the West Bank, they are, for practical purposes, stateless—and
cityless. The Muslim Quarter of the Old City has housing for fewer than 20,000
people, but twice that number have crowded in because Jerusalem Arabs are afraid of
being permanently exiled if they cross to the other side of the security barrier.28 Until
recently, it was assumed that East Jerusalem would one day be the capital of the
Palestinian state, but the grim divider winds through that prospect less like a question
mark than a slash.
But there, too, old habits of the Western mind intrude on this city. Palestinians are
reduced to the mere victimhood that is regarded as proper to “Orientals,” as if their
agency counts for nothing—both in allowing violent nihilists to speak for them and in
creating conditions that prevent reconciliation among themselves, much less with
Israelis. Meanwhile, Western critics of Israel, misreading the meaning of Jerusalem,
often hold the state to an ideal of human rights to which Palestinians are not held—or
Americans, for that matter.29
This occurs by means of what might be called the celebration of “the ideal Jew,”
which accomplishes a denigration with an exaltation. Jews as they exist are measured
against Jews as they should exist, and are always found wanting. This old mental habit
can involve a New Testament assumption that God’s chosen people should have
recognized Jesus as the Messiah; a medieval Christian rage against the Talmud as a
denial of the sufficiency for Jews of the Old Testament; an Enlightenment-era
resentment against Jewish “clannishness” that complicates Jewish citizenship; or the
contemporary contrast between the socialist idealism of the kibbutzim and the
compromised realpolitik of the post-1948 state of Israel. In every case, the imagined
Jew is used to justify contempt for the real Jew—much as the imagined Jerusalem
(“heavenly Jerusalem”) is used to find fault with Jerusalem as it exists. Imagined
versus real: that dynamic defines this book.

3. Hic
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In nearby Bethlehem, the cave of the Nativity, embedded in the crypt of the Byzantine
basilica, is marked with a brass seal on the floor inscribed with the Latin words Hic
Incarnatus Est. Hic means here. The Word became flesh here: so Christians say.
Muhammad ascended to heaven from here: so Muslims say, thinking of the rock on
the Haram, where the Prophet’s footprint is found. God dwells in the city here: so
Jews say, bowing before the Shekhinah, who refused to leave the Western Wall even as
the Temple was destroyed. For once, the abstractions of belief, the limitations of the
human capacity to assign language to the unspeakable, or to apply categories of
knowledge to the unknowable—all of this is transformed by the collective experience,
shared in different ways by Jews, Christians, and Muslims, that the Holy One has
touched the earth here.
The ram’s horn, the tolling bells, and the muezzin’s high-pitched call to prayer—
such are the sounds of what otherwise remains silent. Alas, they form a cacophony.
Division and dispute, rivalry and tribalism, turf fight and hurled anathemas: ultraOrthodox Jews against the secular children of Ben-Gurion; European Ashkenazic Jews
against Sephardic Jews of the Middle East; Russian-immigrant Israelis against nativeborn sabras; Latin Catholics against Greek Orthodox; Turks against Armenians; darkskinned Ethiopians against racial elites of various traditions; Franciscans, preaching
love, against Dominicans, emphasizing mind; modernity against tradition; doctrine
against mysticism; and looming over all, Palestinians against Israelis;30 Jews against
Arabs; gun-toting religious Zionists against Jewish atheists; and, within the Arab
world, Muslims against Christians, Hamas jihadists against Fatah bureaucrats—all
boiling down to a contest of life against death. In every case, the argument is over hic.
In the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, the Eastern Orthodox monks and Latin friars
have been known to come to physical blows over the schedule of worship, the
arrangement of candles, the right to sing praises to the Lord on the very site of his
death and resurrection. Nineteenth-century Protestants were so scandalized by the
frenzied spirit of argument in the decrepit Holy Sepulcher—because the Catholics and
the Orthodox could not agree even on responsibilities for its upkeep, the sanctuary was
filthy, the integrity of the structure threatened—they “discovered” a new and better
place in which to honor the memory of the resurrection of Jesus. An event of such
sublimity could simply not have occurred in a place of such degraded discord. This
new holy place was the Garden Tomb, a few hundred yards outside the Old City wall,
a set of gentle small hills and chalky limestone caves that, archeologists could attest,
had indeed served as an ancient burial ground. That a grove of cedar trees through
which tidy pathways wound made the space lovely, and that the reservation was at a
blissful remove from the bustle of the conflicted city, only confirmed the sense that
this had to have been the site of Jesus’ resurrection. The aesthetic truth of the Garden
Tomb trumped all traditional claims, and even those of historical criticism. One could
almost see the tearful Mary of Magdala rush to the stranger, asking where the body of
her Lord had been taken. In the hush of light breezes through the curling leaves above,
one could almost hear the master’s voice: “Mary.” The case for the authenticity of the
Garden Tomb, replacing ancient assumptions that dated at least to the fourth century, is
an argument from fittingness, and it has been good enough for a century’s worth of
tidy-minded pilgrims. God comes to the beautiful places, and those who find God
there become beautiful people.
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But that is not Jerusalem. As this book will show, vague intuitions about the
numinousness of this place—specifically, about the rock over which the Islamic dome
now stands—evolved from the fertility-god cults of prehistoric times into actual
incarnationalism, an idea, larger than Christianity, that the sacred shows itself not
“near here” or “in the air” or “perhaps” or in “the idea” of the place, but hic. Here and
now. In this place and no other.
The first to have this intuition were “primitives,” who founded Jerusalem by
choosing its high point of land as a site of sacrifice. In all likelihood, human sacrifice.
Genesis tells the story of Abraham taking his young son Isaac up a mountain to an
altar of sacrifice on which God has commanded Abraham to immolate Isaac. Isaac
carries the wood for the fire, but wonders where the offering is. Abraham tells him that
God will provide one, and then God does, sparing Isaac and supplying a ram in his
stead.31 The point of the story is that on the holy mountain God intervened to end
human sacrifice—and the mountain, so the tradition says, is this one here. The rock of
sacrifice is this rock.
The story dates to a period of perhaps four thousand years ago, yet that was already
long after Stone Age peoples had, in all likelihood, designated the site of this rock as
sacred. In the Abraham story it is called Mount Moriah, although the promontory was
eventually conflated with Mount Zion, the pinnacle on which David built his house.
With David and his son Solomon—a mere three thousand years ago—the sacrificial
site was enshrined in the Holy of Holies of the Temple, the radioactive sacredness of
which can be felt in the Haram al-Sharif to this day. The Dome of the Rock enshrines
this rock. For Jews, Muslims, and Christians, this real estate—“holy land”—is a
magnet that draws to itself, and thereby organizes, the shavings of a million
impressions of transcendence.
The first to formalize their religious understandings around this hic were the
Hebrews who, 2,600 years ago, were exiled to Babylon. Looking back from that
foreign land, they recognized the sanctity of Jerusalem only when they had lost it. That
recognition led to their invention of a mystical Jerusalem (“By the waters of Babylon,
there we sat down and wept when we remembered Zion”32) and motivated their return
to it. Upon return, it motivated their reconstruction of the Temple. When the Temple
was again destroyed, this time by the Romans, not quite two thousand years ago, the
followers of Jesus located the mystical hic in him, but Jerusalem came back big-time
three centuries later, when his “True Cross” was discovered in caves beneath the pagan
metropolis—Aelia Capitolina—with which the Romans had superseded (from the
Latin for “sit upon”) Jerusalem. Now the empire was pagan no more, ruled as it was
by the convert emperor Constantine, whose mother, Helena, did the discovering. What
the resurrection was to the story of Jesus, the discovery of the True Cross—and
therefore the Christian revalorizing of Jerusalem—was to the coalescing of the until
then disorganized Church. As Jesus had been resurrected from the dead, so was the
holy city resurrected when believers made it a refuge of particularity amid the
impossible abstractions of universality. Transcendental desire is built into the human
condition, and so Jerusalem, as the seat of that desire, is not exceptional, but
incidental, in the sense that the incident occurs here. Jerusalem, with its holiness and
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its violence both, is a distillation of the human condition, a purification and
intensification of what it means to be alive on the earth.
And why shouldn’t Muslims have felt its pull, too? That they did so is suggested by
the already noted fact that the first ambition the armies of Muhammad had, even
without him—or, rather, especially without him—was to take Jerusalem. Why?
Because they, too, were alive to that hic. And so alive were Christians to it that, in a
version of what the Hebrews had done in Babylon, when Christians lost the actual
place to the excluding Muslim infidel in that seventh-century conquest, they invented
an idea of it—“coming down out of heaven from God”—around which to organize the
very civilization, Christendom, that was just then coming into being.
The lost city sparked the fever of an imagined city, which spiked four centuries later
in the Crusades, violence fully sanctioned by the Church for the first time, since it
aimed at the rescue of captive Zion.33 And with God’s permission, the devils were set
loose. But Christian Europe was pushed ignominiously away from Jerusalem, once
again leaving nothing but the memory and the longing, both of which eventually made
the passage to America, whose eye was perpetually cast back across the sea. The idea
of Jerusalem brought consolation and it brought war. The idea of Jerusalem brought
hope and it brought hubris. Humans through the ages, from widely divergent starting
points, seemed equally to grasp that if the challenges of native discord and alienation
could be met in Jerusalem, they could be met anywhere.
Nothing else explains why so many different kinds of people, through so many
insurmountable obstacles and across so many thresholds of time, kept finding ways
back to this one place. They have kissed its stones, touched their foreheads to its walls,
shuffled through its alleys on their knees, drenched their faces in its pools, crushed
their fingers between its crevices, thrown themselves down on its dirt. And for what?
Such true belief has rarely opened into truth. Jerusalem is the home base of discord,
the sanctuary of sacred violence. Disillusionment hovers over Jerusalem, but the
illusion refuses ever quite to die. Disappointed hope defines Jerusalem more than
fulfillment, but the very disappointment confirms the permanence of desire. Thus, for
all its broken promises, Jerusalem is the womb of self-surpassing. It is the school that
teaches knowledge to know itself. Its complexity—no, its impossibility—is what
makes it holy. And so it has always been. Until finally, at the dawn of modernity,
Western Christians took the actual city back—a Jewish city, a Muslim city—
reconquered in the thick of World War I. With that reversal of the Crusaders’ defeat
more than seven hundred years before, Western Christians unknowingly defined,
through violence and hope, the rest of the twentieth century. Jerusalem!

4. A Personal Note
What is needed is a new narrative accounting for sacred violence. Old narratives are
exhausted. Thucydides said that “human nature being what it is,” violence is
inevitable.34 War is a given fact of the human condition. But is it true? Among
individuals, even male aggression is tamed by time. Boys grow up. They see what
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slingshot stones can do to the forehead of a friend, and they stop shooting them. Can
the human race, by analogy, come of age? The traditional narrative suggests that the
solution to violence is more violence. Not only that, but violence is a source of
meaning and valor. Violence can be sanctified as sacrifice and atonement, as the will
of God. But is that true?
Violence and religion are often spoken of as if they occupy separate, even opposite,
realms of the human condition. Not so for me. I, too, was a boy with a slingshot. But
something changed. The prospect of nuclear war, felt as real and imminent as I came
of age in the early 1960s, was my opening to the religious conviction that still defines
me. The radical transience of “this life” pointed beyond itself to the “other life.”35 I
chose to make myself the servant of that other life, ultimately to become a Catholic
priest.
By the time I was ordained to the priesthood in 1969, at the height of the Vietnam
War, for which my Air Force father carried responsibility, the poles of my inbred
imagination were teetering. This life versus the other life? The Free World versus the
Iron Curtain? Good versus evil? The saved versus the damned? Earth versus heaven?
Time versus eternity? The transient versus the permanent? I held such tensions in
balance, poised on the fulcrum of inner conflict. Though I have considered these
questions before, only now do I understand the full scope of their chronology. I was
born the year that the laboratories at Los Alamos opened, the year the word
“genocide” was coined. I turned twenty the year John F. Kennedy was murdered, the
year the war in Vietnam began. I turned twenty-five the year Martin Luther King Jr.
and Bobby Kennedy were murdered, the year Lyndon Johnson acknowledged defeat in
the war, the year Richard Nixon renewed it. I turned thirty the year that the American
phase of the Vietnam War ended.
The years of my priesthood had the startling effect of radically uprooting me, to use
a contradictory image. Without a war to oppose or an authority figure to obey, I knew
the time had come for me to find a place in which to sink my roots again, and oddly,
none of the natural places presented themselves as possibilities. I was losing my grip
on the priesthood. Where would I go? It was out of the question to return to
Washington, D.C., which I could no longer think of as my hometown. Grateful to be
Irish, and beginning to fancy myself a writer, I might have gone, say, to a cottage on
the west coast of Ireland and given myself to poetry. Catholic to the core despite my
argument with the hierarchy, I could have gone to Rome, perhaps to rescue my
priesthood by studying at the North American College. I flew to Ghana to interview
for a job as a college chaplain at Cape Coast, and I visited Gallup, New Mexico, where
a bishop offered me a position working among the Navajo. But none of those places
drew me.
Instead, a current of anguish and hope that I unknowingly shared with my native
culture pulled me to where I’d never been—a place that, until then, I’d thought of as
existing only in the past. Jerusalem. As if the palimpsest of my mind were that
medieval map showing it as the pivot of three continents, the holy city, occupying the
center of a dream world, rooted my imagination as much as anyone’s. I had never
thought Jerusalem had much to do with me, but as I plumbed my unconscious,
tracking back perhaps to first images in childhood Bible stories, I discovered the city
as a geography of my own.
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Nineteen seventy-three. One more golden summer, this one the last summer of
Israel’s post-1967 complacency, because the following October, at Yom Kippur, Arab
enemies would nearly defeat the Jewish state. That was a month after I left Jerusalem,
returning to America. My preoccupations while in the Holy Land were not with
politics, however, but with belief. In a crisis of faith, I needed more than ever to think
that politics and belief were different. As soon as I was settled in Jerusalem early that
summer, I set straight out to the sacred sites, beginning—why not?—with Bethlehem,
the place to which Joseph and Mary made their pilgrimage, and from which, as the
story goes, Jesus began his. It was in Bethlehem, in the bowels of the Church of the
Nativity, that I read that defining plaque on the stone floor: Hic Incarnatus Est.
Despite what that assertion has come to mean to me, my first sight of it left me cold.
From what I saw, the birthplace of the Lord was a tourist trap. And so, as I found on
my own pilgrimage—“Here Jesus wept over Jerusalem . . . Here Jesus cured the leper
. . . Here Jesus mixed spittle and mud”—was every holy site. The assertions made at
the sacred places seemed glib and incredible to me.
To see below such surfaces, perhaps I needed instruction. I acquired a trustworthy
guide, an elderly French Dominican priest, renowned biblical scholar, and
archeologist.36 I expected him to rescue my devotion, but to my surprise he was
dismissive of every holy place he took me to—up the Mount of Olives, down to the
pool at Bethesda, across to the garden at Gethsemane, along the Via Dolorosa.
Everywhere, the same curt demythologizing: “They say . . . who knows . . . the legend
is . . .” To him there were no certitudes in the tradition, and certitudes were what I’d
come for. The pilgrim rounds with the scholar-priest turned out to be profoundly
demoralizing.
I realized that the security of faith that I longed for was what he held in contempt. I
learned that the original Stations of the Cross, along with the reproductions that
Catholics saw in the side aisles of every church, were invented by late-medieval
Franciscans to compete with the Greek Orthodox tourist monopoly at the Holy
Sepulcher. Veronica’s veil, the three stumbles, the weeping women—myths all. When
the Dominican took me to the Holy Sepulcher, he led me to the entrance of the hut-like
shrine inside the large basilica, a memento of the tomb of Jesus. Here I could not help
but feel a mystical expectation, but when I ducked into the cramped space, it was not
empty. A toothless Greek monk was waiting for me. He shoved an unlit taper in my
face, growling “One dollar!”
My Dominican and I fled the place—the holiest place in the Christian world. Only
then did he shift moods, gesturing at me to follow, as if my show of disbelief had
qualified me for his trust. At a private house, he knocked on the door. A nun opened it
and recognized him. We swept past the nun into a dark corridor, down spiraling stairs,
into an excavation being dug beneath the house. It was well lit with construction bulbs.
The French priest waved me close, saying, “Here . . . here!” His arms opened to the
scene, behold! Large, rough-hewn stones of an ancient wall rose on either side of us,
but it was to the gap in the stones that he brought me. He pointed to the ground, to a
large stone slab about nine feet long and three feet wide. I sensed a change in the priest
as he stood staring down at the embedded monolith. He said, “This was the threshold
stone of the city gate in the time of Herod . . . Here you see the city wall . . .” The huge
wall had been covered with mounds of debris, only recently cleared. Then he said, “It
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is certain that Jesus of Nazareth stepped on this stone, probably with bare feet, when
he left the city to die.”37
I reacted to that threshold stone as if finally I had been brought into the presence of
something that would last. The stone had been buried when the Romans destroyed the
Temple, and buried even deeper when they destroyed the entire city, in the generations
after Jesus. For all these centuries the threshold stone had been lost. Now it was being
uncovered, as if for me. The Dominican, who had displayed such cynicism before the
pious shrines and chapels and Stations of the Cross, was now palpably moved in the
presence of this rough granite slab on which Jesus had almost certainly stepped. The
stone moved me, but so did the priest. I bent, knelt, and kissed the stone, touching with
my lips what the skin of Jesus had touched.
This was as close to touching God as I had come. That it was impious, untraditional,
and unsanctified allowed me to consciously admit for the first time that I was bound to
leave the priesthood. The threshold stone took on meaning as my threshold, a crossing
into the rest of my life. It meant more than I could articulate then that I found this
permission in Jerusalem, as if a trumping of Rome.
Only now do I fully understand that I kissed that stone because of the gravity of its
presence, not its future or its past. The Kingdom of God is here, Jesus had said and
said again. This world, not some other world, was the one for which he gave himself.
This time, this place. If a defining dread of war had lodged in me, it was because I
understood war’s meaning as the destruction of the only thing that matters: each
person killed is the whole world killed. Every death has absolute significance. If the
promise of heaven mitigates that significance, it is a lie. The threshold stone, when I
kissed it, was the only heaven I wanted or needed.
I left Jerusalem, and Israel, at the end of that summer. I went home and, over the
following months, composed a letter to my religious superiors, announcing my
decision to leave the priesthood and seeking due dispensation from my vows. Not that
I had lost my Catholic faith. Not at all. I believe in the presence of God in this life,
what Jesus called the reign of God. That this life is the only life is what makes it
God’s. That stone on which Jesus stepped was the reason I gave myself, if not others,
for my decision, nevertheless, not to leave the Church. Its language alone gives me a
measure of God’s meaning.
It has taken me all these years to reckon with the obvious fact that the threshold
stone, dating to the time of Herod and therefore of Jesus, is no more a “thing that
lasts” than the tongue-compressed air-burst of a spoken word. I also see that the
Dominican and I shared a kind of elitist condescension toward the ordinary faith of the
vast majority of believers. The first symptom of Jerusalem fever is contempt for those
who feel the heat of faith differently. That rough threshold stone, precious to me
because of its roughness, was my version of the prettified Garden Tomb—at a remove
from the conflicted settings of normal human religiosity. More than that, I see now that
the hic that makes Jerusalem sacred comes not from the touch of God, as if God were
up there with a finger ready to zap holiness into a stone, like a blood infusion or an
electric current. No, it has been countless human beings across the centuries who, with
the imposition of their belief, brought to bear hic, have made this place holy.
That Jerusalem has for millennia been regarded as holy is the point. Humans create
holiness. Now I am one of those who have done so, despite my condescension. If God
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